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Abstract 
In general, of construction projects, utility anti-seismic technologies, such as hydraulic tie rod or 
tie rod structural vibration control system, assess efficiency and safety in node structures from 
earthquakes risk. According the building construction framework, we exanimate, with experi-
ments, the mechanism of reaction and a patent idea of anti-seismic system with potential conclu-
sions, through using different methods, such as of horizontal seismic insulation, design with elon-
gated rigid columns and design columns without ductility. We provide that we made strong foun-
dation in earthquakes, solar-wind and utility power structural systems and tornados effects in 
lightweight constructions. We suggest that may fix to existing or under design construction like 
bridges. 
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1. Introduction 
The decade’s earthquakes around the world have put first priority of the major social and economic issue of the 
seismic behavior and the overall seismic protection of structures against earthquake disaster. Due to the necessi-
ty of containing the effects of the seismic we have developed various methods to optimize the response of struc-
ture motions. 

According to modern standard, the seismic design of building is based on the capacity design and ductility 
requirements. The inevitable inelastic behavior under strong seismic directed to items and failure mechanisms. 
In short, the earthquake acceleration is converted into stored energy in node structure.  

The shift holds each section in any part within the elastic region, all energy stored in the structural framework 
will be released at the end of the cycle in the opposite direction, the inelastic zones. When the seismic energy is 
too large, it will produce excessive movements that will cause a very high level curvature in the vertical and ho-
rizontal elements. This means that the rotation of the sections of the column and beams will be out of normal 
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elastic range, with problems of the construction safety, particularly in phenomena such as earthquake, tornadoes 
and very strong crosswinds. 

2. Patent Idea 
2.1. Brief Description of the Invention 
The principal object of the hydraulic tie rod for construction projects of the present invention as well as of the 
method for constructing building structures utilizing the hydraulic tie rod of the present invention is to minimize 
the aforesaid problems associated with the safety of construction structures in the event of natural phenomena 
such as earthquakes, hurricanes and very high lateral winds. According to the present invention, this can be 
achieved by a continuous pre-stressing (pulling) of both the building structure towards the ground and of the 
ground towards the structure, making these two parts one body like a sandwich. Said pre-stressing is applied by 
means of the mechanism of the hydraulic tie rod for construction projects. Said mechanism comprises a steel ca-
ble crossing freely in the centre the structure’s vertical support elements and also the length of a drilling beneath 
them. Said steel cable’s lower end is tied to an anchor-type mechanism that is embedded into the walls of the 
drilling to prevent it from being uplifted. Said steel cable’s top end is tied to a hydraulic pulling mechanism, ex-
erting a continuous uplifting force. The pulling force applied to the steel cable by means of the hydraulic me-
chanism and the reaction to such pulling from the fixed anchor at the other end of it generate the desired com-
pression in the construction project. 

The Reference [1] shows the mechanism of the seismic system and a seismic design method. It presents also 
experiments with and without the seismic patent, side by side on screen to compare the seismic protection of-
fered by the invention. The utility of the invention has been shown experimentally. 

2.2. The Patent Idea 
We have placed on a table two columns, one column screwed on the table, and the other simply put on the table. 
If one shifts on the table, the unbolted column will be overthrown. The bolted column withstands the lateral 
loading. We do exactly the same in every column of a building to withstand more lateral earthquake loading. 
That is done, by simply screwing it to the ground. This pretension between the roof of the structure and the soil 
has been globally disclosed for the first time. 

The horizontal earthquake load generates oscillation, and the result is that the upper plates shift more than the 
lower ones, the columns lose their eccentricity exerting a lifting force on the bases, as well as creating a twisting 
action in all of the nodes of the structure. 

The ideal situation would be if one could construct a building framework where, during an earthquake, all the 
plates would shift by the same amplitude, at the ground without differing phases. 

The research I have carried out resulted in just this. The method of the invention eliminates all these problems 
of deformation in the building construction applying pretension, through the mechanism, between the roof of the 
structure and the soil. 

1) Comparing with existing anti seismic systems, the invention increases the strength of the structure to an 
earthquake over 100 per cent and reduces the cost of protection more than 50 per cent. 

2) I believe that with this method, prefabricated houses can be placed in towns constructing several floors. 
Manufacturers and all of us will profit from this change because they are industrially produced between 30 and 
50 per cent cheaper. 

3) The Patent mechanism can be applied to all building projects being under construction however, it may al-
so be placed in many existing structures, ensuring seismic protection. 

Patent mechanism and method offer protection to lightweight constructions against tornadoes. It may also be 
used as an anchor for the support of ground slopes on highways. It ensures a strong foundation in soft ground. In 
addition, and all this system in a patent. There is no absolute seismic design. The invention provides the absolute 
seismic design. Its uniqueness makes it very marketable. 

Our scientific team consists of: 
1) Professor Panagiotis Karydis, Seismic Technologist-Engineer and Founder of the seismic base at National 

Technical University of Athens, Greece. 
2) Nikos Markatos, Chemical Engineer and former Rector of The National Technical University. 
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The skeleton of a building consists of the columns (vertical parts) and the girders and slabs (horizontal parts). 
The girders and slabs are joined at the nodes. Under normal conditions, all loading is vertical. When an earth-
quake occurs, additional horizontal loading is placed on the skeleton. The resultant effect of horizontal plus ver-
tical loading puts strain on the nodes. It alters their angle from 90 degrees, creating at times acute and at other 
times obtuse angles. The vertical static loads equilibrate with the reaction of the ground. 

The horizontal earthquake load exerts a lifting effect on the bases of the columns. In addition, due to the elas-
ticity of the main body of the columns, the earthquake acts by shifting the heights of each plate by different am-
plitude and a different phase. That is, the upper plates shift more than the lower ones. The modal shifts of the 
skeleton are many, so many that the differing, shifting directions of the earthquake deform and destroy the ske-
leton. 

The ideal situation would be if we could construct a building skeleton where, during an earthquake all the 
plates would shift by the same amplitude as the ground without differing phases. In this way the shape will be 
preserved and we would not have any deformation of the frame, hence no damage. The research I have carried 
out has resulted in the creation of an anti-seismic design for buildings which achieves exactly this result. 

I have succeeded in doing this by constructing large elongated ridged columns shaped “−, +, Γ or T” to which 
a pulling force is applied from the roof and from the ground, applying bilateral pressure to the entire column. 
This force acts to prevent bilateral shifting of the columns and curvature at their bases so preventing the defor-
mation which occurs throughout the whole structure during an earthquake. 

In an earthquake, the columns lose their eccentricity and their bases are lifted, creating twisting in all of the 
nodes of the structure. There is a limit to the eccentricity, that is, there is a limit to the surface area of the base 
which is lifted by the rollover moment. To minimize the twisting of the bases, we place strong foot girders in the 
columns. In the large longitudinal columns (walls), due to the large moments which occur during an earthquake, 
it is practically impossible to prevent rotation with the classical way of construction of the foot girders. 

The following result occurs with this lifting of the base in combination with the elasticity. When one column 
of the frame lifts one end of the beam upwards, at the same time the other column at its other end moves vio-
lently downwards. This stresses the beam and has the tendency to twist it in different directions at the two ends, 
deforming its body in an S shape. The same deformation occurs with the columns also, due to the twisting of the 
nodes and the differential phase shift of vertical plates. In order to prevent the lifting of the base, we clamp the 
base of the structure to the ground using the patented mechanism. 

However, if we want to prevent the lifting of the whole columnar structure which stems from the lifting of its 
base as well as from the elasticity of its main body, then the best point for enforcing an opposing, balancing 
force is the roof. This opposing tendency on the roof must come from an external source and not applied from 
within the structure. This external source is the ground underneath the base. From here the external force is ap-
plied. 

Underneath the base of the structure, we drill a hole into the ground and clamp it with the patented anchor. 
With the aid of a cable which passes freely through a pipe in the column, we transfer this force which we ob-
tained from the ground up to the roof. At this point in the roof, we insert a stop with a screw to prevent the rais-
ing of the roof of the longitudinal columns which happens during an earthquake and deforms all the plates. In 
this way, we control the oscillation of whole structure. That is, the deformity which the structural failure causes. 
With this method, we do not see changes in the form of the structure, because it maintains the same shape it had 
prior to and during the earthquake. 

The reaction of the mechanism to the raising of the roof of the longitudinal column and the opposing reaction 
of the at the bottom part of the base, divert the lateral load of the earthquake in the strong vertical section. With 
this diversion of the lateral load of the earthquake to the vertical columns, the twisting of the nodes is abolished 
because the lateral loadings of the earthquake are 100 per cent borne along the length of the columns, so it is 
impossible for them to twist in their main sections.  

In the experiments I have carried out in actual scale earthquake acceleration of “1.77” and amplitude over 
“0.11” in a two story building model to scale “1:7.14”, the difference in the model with and without the patented 
mechanism can clearly be seen [1] experiments, 

1) With the seismic system [2]; 
2) Without the seismic system [3]. 
I’ll give some theoretical elements to do and check yourself I did calculations [2]. The model I performs a 

simple harmonic oscillation along the “axis (X)” on which commutes (ignoring the vertical movement is small). 
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This reciprocating motion generated by the circular movement of the end of the piston which is attached the 
bearing pin is. The radius of this circle is “0.11 m” and this is the “amplitude A”. Thus my make model path “2A = 
0.22 m”, i.e. go from one end point to another in each half turn of fire.  

A complete oscillation but means the pin is to make a full turn, i.e. to return the model to the extreme position 
from where he started. So, if we say that it started from the end should be restored at the end. Makes therefore 
overall route that went “0.22” and “0.22” that turned as “4A = 0.44 m”. So if you stand by the side of the ma-
chine and measure routes, each approach to the machine is a complete path and thus a turn. These speed count-
ing, and the corresponding time in sec. The “frequency (Hz)” is the “Equation (1), fraction: n = number of such 
full path/same time”. “The period of oscillation T”, i.e. the time of a full stroke “0.44 m” is “T = 1/n sec”. In a 
full turn of fire, we once maximum positive speed in one direction and once the maximum negative in the other. 
Us of course we are interested in the absolute values that are the same. The same happens with the acceleration, 
but has maximum absolute value when the speed is zero, the ends of the paths. 

Maximum speed and maximum acceleration calculated from the “angular velocity ω” is “Equation (2), ω = 
2π/T”. So, Equation (3) is, “maximum speed U: maxυ = ω * A = 0.11 m/sec”, “Equation (4) is maximum acce-
leration a: maxα = ω2 * A = 0.11 m/sec2”. These maximum sizes made instantaneously. If we take the average 
acceleration, either positive or negative, then we think that the speed went from zero to its maximum at time 
“T/4”. So the average speed is approximately “Equation (5) is a = maxυ/(T/4) = 4 * maxυ/T = 4 * 0.11. ω2/T in 
m/sec2”. This of course is not true, because at the time “T/4” the “a” is greater (not entangle you with cosines 
and sines). 

In both instances, however, to find the acceleration in g, we must divide the accelerations are “m/sec2” the 
Earth accelerating mass is “9.81 m/sec” to say that we have achieved so many acceleration g. I think I was de-
tailed. What we do in practice and what other factors are taken into account, is a challenge; 

2.3. Analytical Results of the Experiment 
From 2.45 minutes to 2.50 minutes in 5 seconds makes 10 complete turns [2]. 

That is “40 full turns in 20 sec”, 
1) So amplitude A = 0.11 m, 
2) The Frequency (Hz) “Equation (1) is n = number of such full path/corresponding time”.  
So 40/20 = 2 Hz, 
3) The fundamental period of the oscillation period T, i.e., the time of a full stroke “0.44 m”, the “Equation (6) 

is T = 1/n sec”. So “1/2 = 0.5 sec”, 
4) Angular velocity is “Equation (2), ω = 2π/T”. So “2 × 3.14/0.5 = 12.56”, 
5) Max speed U “Equation (3) is maxυ = ω * A = 0.11 m/sec”. So “12.56 × 0.11 = 1.3816 m/sec” 
6) Maximum acceleration α Equation (4) is maxα= ω2 * A = 0.11 m/sec2” = 0.11 m/sec2.  
So “12.56 × 12.56 × 0.11 = 17.352896”, 
7) “Acceleration in g “Equation (7) is maxα/Earth accelerating mass = 17,352,896/9, 81 = 1.77 g”. 
Excludes the vertical acceleration. 
That model is a scale that raises accelerate too much more than “1.77 g” but measured differently than that I 

counted, and out of math that I do not know. (Which relate mass and acceleration and earn some scales) these 
types know their test labs. 

This acceleration is acceleration took off real natural earthquake, on a small scale model of 1 to 7.14. This 
told me the professor. The largest earthquake ever in the world, was 2.99 g. The strongest structures in Greece 
built to withstand 0.36 g. 

To My model was tested at 1.77 g and was not hurt, so I do not know when it fails. In Greece the largest 
earthquake that was reached in the 1 g acceleration. Correlation with the Mercalli scale [4]. 

2.4. There Are Many Design Methods 
The first method.  

My friends we can try this method includes horizontal seismic insulation and one or more embedded rigid 
central fiery. An elastic skeleton of a building with horizontal seismic insulation and therein one or more inde-
pendent rigid bodies [5]. 

The second method. Design with elongated rigid columns. 
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The horizontal earthquake load exerts a lifting effect on the bases of the columns. In addition, due to the elas-
ticity of the main body of the columns, the earthquake acts by shifting the heights of each plate by different am-
plitude and a different phase. That is, the upper plates shift more than the lower ones. The modal shifts of the 
skeleton are many, so many that the differing, shifting directions of the earthquake deform and destroy the ske-
leton. 

The ideal situation would be if we could construct a building skeleton where, during an earthquake all the 
plates would shift by the same amplitude as the ground without differing phases. In this way the shape will be 
preserved and we would not have any deformation of the frame, hence no damage. 

The research I have carried out has resulted in the creation of an anti-seismic design for buildings which 
achieves exactly this result. I have succeeded in doing this by constructing large elongated ridged columns 
shaped “−, +, Γ or T” to which a pulling force is applied from the roof and from the ground, applying bilateral 
pressure to the entire column. This force acts to prevent bilateral shifting of the columns and curvature at their 
bases so preventing the deformation which occurs throughout the whole structure during an earthquake.  

In an earthquake, the columns lose their eccentricity and their bases are lifted, creating twisting in all of the 
nodes of the structure. There is a limit to the eccentricity, that is, there is a limit to the surface area of the base 
which is lifted by the rollover moment. To minimize the twisting of the bases, we place strong foot girders in the 
columns.  

In the large longitudinal columns (walls), due to the large moments which occur during an earthquake, it is 
practically impossible to prevent rotation with the classical way of construction of the foot girders.  

The following result occurs with this lifting of the base in combination with the elasticity. When one column 
of the frame lifts one end of the beam upwards, at the same time the other column at its other end moves vio-
lently downwards.  

This stresses the beam and has the tendency to twist it in different directions at the two ends, deforming its 
body in an S shape. The same deformation occurs with the columns also, due to the twisting of the nodes and the 
differential phase shift of vertical plates. In order to prevent the lifting of the base, we clamp the base of the 
structure to the ground using the patented mechanism.  

However, if we want to prevent the lifting of the whole columnar structure which stems from the lifting of its 
base as well as from the elasticity of its main body, then the best point for enforcing an opposing, balancing 
force is the roof. This opposing tendency on the roof must come from an external source and not applied from 
within the structure. This external source is the ground underneath the base. From here the external force is ap-
plied.  

Underneath the base of the structure, we drill a hole into the ground and clamp it with the patented anchor. 
With the aid of a cable which passes freely through a pipe in the column, we transfer this force which we ob-
tained from the ground up to the roof. At this point in the roof, we insert a stop with a screw to prevent the rais-
ing of the roof of the longitudinal columns which happens during an earthquake and deforms all the plates.  

In this way, we control the oscillation of whole structure. That is, the deformity which the structural failure 
causes. With this method, we do not see changes in the form of the structure, because it maintains the same 
shape it had prior to and during the earthquake.  

The reaction of the mechanism to the raising of the roof of the longitudinal column and the opposing reaction 
of the at the bottom part of the base, divert the lateral load of the earthquake into the strong vertical section.  

With this diversion of the lateral load of the earthquake to the vertical columns, the twisting of the nodes is 
abolished because the lateral loadings of the earthquake are 100% borne along the length of the columns, so it is 
impossible for them to twist in their main sections. 

And the third method, the prestressed columns do not have ductility, and cannot absorb energy. 
What I do to solve this problem. Simply, Ι do not apply pretension between the roof and drilling. What am I 

doing? 
First apply pretension between the level of the foundation base (ground) and the anchor mechanism which is 

in the depths of the hole of drilling. The pretension is twice than it is the axial loads I want to receive the tendon 
in an earthquake. The initial prestressing applied to achieve very strong adhesion (Clamping) of the anchor into 
the walls of the borehole. Then fill the hole drilling with Concrete.  

After uniting the tendon that extends from the borehole, with a nut, to lengthen until the roof. We take care of 
the tendon to pass through a plastic tube free, so to avoid guilds (adhesion) with this concrete. On the roof, in-
serted between the tendon and the roof a spring which simply tighten with a screw. Do not apply any other 
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second pretension. The spring on the roof leaves the column to oscillate inside the elastic range while applying 
seismic damping because it prevents the rise of the roof of the long column. But stop the column to pass on in-
elastic failure region.  

2.5. Conclusions  
The construction framework with ultimate anti-seismic system makes strong foundation in earthquakes, solar- 
wind and generally in energy sector structural systems, may limit the impact of tornadoes effects into lightweight 
constructions, may give more stable behavior for Towers buildings and may suggest to fix existing or under de-
sign construction like as bridges. 

The paper concludes that the patent is a vibration control system, with references [6]-[8], with innovation hy-
draulic tie rod and brings potential decrease of risk management in node structural contraction. However, influ-
ence independently from steel beam strengthens the compatibility of the overall behavior in seismic risk.   

I suggest that to build up an institution for the specific scientific metrics and consultation for the community 
with the guidelines, also big data analytics, perhaps improve the choice to support the priorities and implementa-
tion areas in the world with highest risk catastrophe. 
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